Volunteer Opportunities: Monitoring with SJRWMD

The East Central Regional Office assisted the St. Johns River Water Management District in monitoring at risk sites and assessing site loss at sites in the Seminole Ranch Conservation Area. East Central Staff along with SJRWMD staff visited 3 sites with built modern structures to monitor human activity on the site and discuss plans on altering these built structures in preparation of erosion and decreased land stability. The sites showed natural and human caused erosion.
Outreach: Tidally United Summit

The East Central Regional Office in partnership with the Northeast Regional Office hosted a virtual Tidally United Summit. The 5th Tidally United Summit was dedicated to celebrating collaborations made to date with land managers, local community members, and archaeologists/preservationists in approaching heritage at risk in Florida. The first half of the Summit showcased partnerships between Florida Public Archaeology Network staff and the land managers they have closely worked with over the two years. The second half of the featured papers that intersect with community-based archaeology and heritage at risk case studies in Florida and beyond.
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